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Abstract: In this paper, an attempt is made to focus an aspect of nature in Ezekiel’s poetry. His poetry is marked with romantic mood and a realistic portrayal of Indian milieu. His poetry explores the sensitive themes like superstitions, man-woman relationship, husband-wife relationship, marriages, ethos of Indian woman, ethos of urban life, love and sex etc. Besides, Ezekiel’s love for nature in his poetry tries to touch Indian cultural ethos. In short, an aspect of nature is mirrored in his poetry having the shades of cultural ethos. Ezekiel seems to be the critic of Indian society as he has a deep sense of social conscience and nature. Ezekiel is called the poet of typical Indian environment. He is an Indian poet having fresh, modern and original approach to nature. Nature is necessary for fruitful living and the elements of nature are symbolic of ethical values in his poetry. The aspects of nature like storm, thundering, lightning, ghost, some birds like owl, bats are treated as symbols of blind beliefs in his poetry.
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Ezekiel has sustained quality of verse to Indian English Poetry. He is recognized as a major poet in the history of Indian English Poetry. Almost every critic in and outside has taken special care of Ezekiel’s poetry because of its unique characteristics. “His respect for craft makes his poetry much more than a mere fulsome expression of an emotion or an idea” (Abidi 287). Ezekiel could achieve these characteristics to his poetry because of his Indianness. It was his close relations with Indian environment that endowed a rare significance to his poetry.

Ezekiel’s love for nature cannot be ignored while coming in terms of Indian ethos and culture. Indeed, nature has immense importance in Indian cultural ethos. Nature is necessary for fruitful living and the elements of nature are symbolic of ethical values in Ezekiel’s poetry:

There is a landscape certainly, the sea
Among its broad realities, attracts
Because it is a symbol of the free
Demonic life within,
Hardly suggested by the surface facts,
And rivers what a man can hope to win
By simple flowing, learning how to flow,
Besides that all organic growth is slow. (CP 39)

In his poem “Song,” Ezekiel presents blossoms of summer as symbol of prosperity, charity and lucidity which are the aspects of Indian culture: “Charity, lucidity— / Remarkable in the mood of seems / The doom of all my traffic dreams” (CP 42).

Rainwater is a traditional symbol of Indian culture and consequently rain brings prosperity in the life of an Indian farmer. Ezekiel, in “After Rain,” describes the rain as a symbol of purification of life:

And so I went, as the weather cleared,
Walking on the wet road, to know
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If the scene had taken on a novel glow,
Lamplight, moonlight, dripping branches, wet road
Purer, sweeter, and now I know,
It is just so. (CP 63)

Ezekiel’s skills of presenting blind beliefs must be worshiped in terms of Indian ethos and culture. In India, the elements of nature like storm, thundering, lightning, ghost, some birds like owl, bats are treated as symbols of blind beliefs. In his poem “Occupation” Ezekiel depicts these symbols of blind beliefs:

It was a stormy scene:
Thunder, lightning,
A multitude of ghost among the trees,
Darkness, cold and restlessness,
A screeching owl, bats,
Many strange voices,… (CP 24)

Birds like owl and bats are looked upon signs of bad omen in Indian society. The black bird ‘crow’ is also looked down upon and considered as a messenger of Yama (God of death) in Hinduism. In “The Crows”, the poet expresses contempt and displeasure at the cry of this bird:

I hear them from my narrow bed,
I do not love, I only fear
Their cries of hidden duty’s word,
Unwelcome, loud, funereal bird. (CP 41)

Ezekiel presents nature as a symbol of purity and tranquility. Nature for Ezekiel is a guiding aspect to seek truth in life. In his use of imagery from the object of nature, he searches the past ethos and culture of India. In A Time to Change, the poet recalls “new orchids or unimagined seas”, and “discovery of cities fresh as brides”. In “A Word for the Wind,” the poet considers the wind as a source of inspiration. In “Stone,” the poet finds consolation in the objects of nature and makes himself a worshiper of nature exactly like that of William Wordsworth.

Ezekiel’s poetry also focuses on his interest in ornithology and natural history. It may confess that animals also have emotions like human beings. They, too, can take interest in the act of making love among themselves. In his poem “Aside”, it larks clearly that the animals can be restless for sex like human beings:

One cannot imagine
Elephants making love,
But it seems they do
So also tortoises
And snails,
Or even other men
With women doing
What it seems they do. (CP 93)

It is an interesting and realistic observation of the environment by Ezekiel in which he lives. Ezekiel’s “The Behaviour of Love Birds,” pictures the lustful trails faced by a pair of animals:

The more the female fluffs
the readier she is,
and the more the male is encouraged,
Finally, she solicits copulation
by leaning forward,
raising her head,
and her
tail.
Newly formed pairs
are rather awkward.
The males make many mistakes,
are frequently threatened
and thwarted
by their mates. (n.pag.)

Ezekiel’s visualization of the act of copulation in the world of animals is astonishing to the human minds. It seems that he wants to accept that if animals cannot live without sex, how can human beings. He exposes the fact that carnal desire is natural instinct and man and woman cannot live a happy life without the gratification of sex. In fact, the poet is aware of the elements of nature and it happenings and the eternal reality. He does not only try to bring out the cultural ethos of the human beings, but also that of the other animals on this planet.

The piece “Urban” in The Unfinished Man is a remarkable poem on the urban theme where the trees appear to him like ghosts losing their personal identity. He employs various images from the objects of nature in his poem “Urban”:

The hills are always far away.  
He knows the broken roads, and moves  
In circles tracked within his head.  
Before he wakes and has his say,  
The river which he claims he loves  
Is dry, and all the winds lie dead.  
At dawn he never sees the skies  
Which, silently, are born again.  
Nor feels the shadow of the night  
Recline their fingers on his eyes,  
He welcomes neither sun nor rain.  
His landscape has no depth or height. (CP 117)

These images of hills, rivers, wind, skies, sun and rain represent the polarity to the image of the city. Perhaps, these objects of nature denote ethical values and smooth flow of culture. They have become the archetypal life symbols. As K. D. Verma points out that:

[T]hey project a pastoral vision of a fully refulgent and harmonious life, a pattern in which man enters into sacred communion with his cosmos including objects of nature as a metaphoric condition of his integrated humanity and of his desire to foster a community of being. (231)

The poem also reminds us the same feeling about the city of London expressed by T. S. Eliot in his poem “The Waste Land.” Eliot depicts the degeneration of the society and therefore the city of London has become wasteland. Similarly, Ezekiel states his feeling about the city of Bombay in “Urban”:

The city like a passion burns,  
He dreams of morning walks, alone,  
and floating on a wave of sand.  
But still his mind its traffic turns  
Away from branch and tree and stone
To kindred clamour close at hand. (CP 117)

The poem reflects the changing ethos and culture of the urban man. He is confused without any aim of life, as human desires are never fulfilled. His passion for sex is unlimited. Hence, his degeneration is ultimate. Bijay Kumar Das comments on the poem and the poet:

As a man strives to exist in a modern urban society, to search for truth and to realize identity with the self and the community his struggles, failures and frustrations reveal not only his own inward nature but also the insufficiency and frailty of the fallen city……….. ‘Urban’ is a very compact poem so far as the imagery is concerned. The city that ‘like a passion burns’ is the image of the bride, and in an ideal sense a complete sexual union would mark the realization of fullness and identity. Since the persona merely ‘dreams’ and shies away from her, the use of the keyword ‘kindred’ in the last line turns out to be ironical. Thus what the persona achieves is a kind of illusory union with the ‘city’ and this forms a kind of habitual response to it. (19)

A. K. Ramanujan too echoes the voice like that of Ezekiel in his poem “A River.” Ramanujan narrates the ethos and culture of the historical river Vaikai in Madurai. The poet sings the past glory of Madurai, the city of temples and poets:

In Madurai,
city of temples and poets
who sang of cities and temples:
every summer
a river dries to a trickle
in the sand,
baring the sand-ribs,
straw and woman’s hair
clogging the Watergates
at the rusty bars
under the bridges with patches
of repair all over them,
the wet stones glistening like sleepy
crocodiles, the dry ones
shaven water-buffalos lounging in the sun. (Ramanujan 38)

In fact, Ramanujan shows that the holy river Vaikai which flows through Madurai, a city that has history of Tamil culture for about two thousand years. The river remains no more of significance for it carries the hair of woman. The bridge is old full of patches of repair. The water has lost its purity for buffalos are seen taking rest in it. He creates the images of “wet stones” and “sleepy crocodiles.” Therefore, the state of dehumanizing is on the verge.

Indeed, Ezekiel tries to expose Indian attitude of a common man from the experiences of real life through various elements of nature. He focuses their typical, superstitious, traditional, patriotic, organizational, religious, social, political, psychological attitudes which help to express Indian ethos and culture in his poetry. Moreover, his description of nature helps to bring forth the themes of love and sex, man-woman relationship, religious-philosophical strain, human failure and so on. All these factors render him a position of a critic of Indian society. In fact, the overall discussion in this paper confirms its aptness in terms of reflection of Indian cultural ethos through the aspects of nature in his poetry.
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